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our abandoned ship. That beautiful new mechanism was a sad
sight. She had listed over, and one wing was solidly frozen into
the floe. Indeed, she was so firmly held that we took away her ice-
anchor to serve us as a pick.
On the opposite side of this floe was the head of a lead which,
after an examination, Riiser-Larsen thought offered us the best
chance for a take-off he had discovered. The ice of the lead was
thick and fairly smooth, but the chief advantage of this lead was
its narrowness. Our pilot thought that a narrow lead might hold
better. We cleared a runway, loaded ourselves aboard the N 25
once more, and slid down to the new ice. To our great satisfaction,
the ice held!
Riiser-Larsen gave her the gun, and we gathered speed almost as
swiftly as we had at Kings Bay. It was tricky work, though, be-
cause of the narrowness of the passage. About two-thirds of the way
down our runway, the lead widened and curved slightly. We hoped
to be in the air before we reached this point, and we almost made
it. Then, realising that he would have to round the bend on the
surface, Riiser-Larsen was forced to throttle down rather than risk
a skid that would send us crashing to complete disaster against the
side ice. As we slackened speed, the nose of the ship broke through,
the tail lifted, and we stuck in that position.
We all jumped out to chop ice and bring the hull down on an
even keel. Then we saw that the lead was closing fast, and it took
sharp work to get the ship out of the trap.
Routine camp existence went dully on amid these disappoint-
ments. We became a terrible-looking crew. We lived in our clothes
day and night, and, though often wet with sweat, we never bathed
and seldom even washed. There was no time to waste on melting
snow and heating water, and no fuel to waste, if we had had the
time. Our hair became matted, our beards grew unkempt and
stubby, until we resembled so many tramps in a hobo jungle. The
sun-glare through the mist burned our skin black. We were haggard
and drawn from a starvation diet and killing work.
The morning and evening mugs of hot chocokte were twin
tastes of paradise. Little things became irritating. It seemed a sort
of personal grievance to the rest of us that Amundsen never drank
any water. The pemmican made us all thirsty, but Amundsen drank

